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iLink certified with apaleo
Integration brings connectivity to hundreds of hotel applications for the most
flexible Property Management System.
TigerTMS announces certification with apaleo – the widely used API-first property management app.
The iLink – apaleo integration offers connection to hundreds of hotel applications with minimal
effort to provide increased efficiencies across the hotel.
This latest integration brings another level of interface options for the hospitality sector, extending
the reach of TigerTMS’ iLink middleware solution to the cloud-native platform. The integration is
available on the apaleo Store and is listed under the many categories, supporting the integration
between:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telephony
WiFi
TV systems
Housekeeping
Maintenance
Wake Up
Conference
Minibar
BYOD
Guest Services
Emergency Notification
Room control
Voicemail
Butler
And more…

“In this exciting new connection, apaleo and Tiger TMS are extending the reach of our property
management application to properties utilizing the advanced middleware iLink.” Uli Pillau,
cofounder of apaleo continues, “Legacy PMSs traditionally sit in the middle of a hotel’s tech stack
and act as the gatekeeper of data to be spread across every system - but apaleo isn’t your traditional
PMS - instead, it acts as the platform for apps to do what they do best and for middleware solutions
to connect to all of existing systems in place”
John Owen, CEO TigerTMS, adds: “Integrating to an open API cloud PMS platform is a new milestone
for us to reach. It has been refreshing to work with a forward-thinking company that is in tune with
the hospitality sector to deliver cloud-based property management functionality, providing hoteliers
with a wide choice of applications to facilitate providing the best possible service to their guests.”
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For more information on TigerTMS go to http://www.tigertms.com or see our Linked In page
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tigertms/?viewAsMember=true
TigerTMS is headquartered in the United Kingdom, with regional satellite offices in the USA,
Europe, Africa, the Middle East and Asia Pacific.
For more information about apaleo, visit https://www.apaleo.com or book a call with
someone on the team

